- Tools for transforming your life's journey -

COURAGEOUS JOY
LIFE COACHING & YOGA RETREAT

Costa Rica
with

Juan Gabriel & Paola Castro

"Where the jungle meets the ocean, and
the clouds meets the jungle"
10 DAYS of adventure and retreat for
yourself, in the happiest country - where
their motto is "Pura Vida" and it has a
deeper meaning than "pure life", we will
make sure you experience it here.

Let's discover this paradise together

BE Courageous Joy
This powerful project was created in 2016 and manifested in 2017. Paola and
Juan Gabriel have the same vision, share the same knowledge from different
teachers and have the same intention in life.
They believe in the power of joy as a tool to transform shadow into light, with
tender guidance, open arms and lots of laughter!
Both are devoted servants in their dharma and life purpose. They believe nature
provides with signals to be listen and assists us in our own evolution as human
and spiritual beings. This is why - we want to bring you to discover Costa Rica,
and their culture, in a fun jway where you are connected with your heart - spirit.

Paola Castro
Author, Speaker & Intuitive Coach

"Paola Castro will take you in a journey
of self discovery and self love."

In the last 15 years Paola has been an enthusiastic student of life and the
mysticism of the Universe.
In her talks, workshops and coaching sessions she creates a space where
in simple yet profound ways love and wisdom is shared and integrated
with and by her students.
Since 2012 she has been dedicated assisting her clients in their own
inner growth and healing all around Latin America.
She serves through her YouTube videos, lectures and workshops to the
corporate, sharing her tools to for a successful living in harmony.

Juan Gabriel
Yoga Trainer & adventurer

”It is my intention to awaken within each of us, our
ability to act as positive instruments in this world for
change. This is powered by love, joy and laughter!’’

The chilean born founder of Puro Yoga World, moved to Europe to study
languages and communication. He lives part of the year in Belgium and the
other part somewhere where you can surf, drink watermelon juice and eat
avocados. Skipping winters and always following the sun.
Juan Gabriel inspires a humble confidence, allowing students to find ease
while expanding the edge of their comfort zones. He shares Shiva Rea's
Prana Vinyasa Yoga trainings and Yoga Trance Dance, everywhere he goes,
dancing with the tribe worldwide.
Juan Gabriel believes in yoga as a path of taking personal responsibility,
transformation, and empowerment. He encourages students to use the tools
of yoga to create the highest vision for themselves, and with their
commitment and practice create a world of peace and beauty for themselves.

The offering
We both wild spirits, love the Ocean, every sunrise, walks, sunsets,
playing, dancing with the moon, surfing the waves, singing along
bonfires, and being in sacred silence meditation - we want to share
this abundance with you.

Avellanas 6 NIGHTS

We have found the perfect little
resort by the Ocean, in one of
the most beautiful beaches of
Costa Rica. The hotel is located
in Avellanas, 20 minutes from
Tamarindo and 1 hour from
Liberia airport

We have 8 bungallows for single or shared occupation. Our
intention is that you join ur retreat. This is why we have created
different pricing options for accommodation

a typically day
at the beach
with us:

Wake up with the sunrise and go for a solo walk to kiss the ocean,
or take your coffee to the beach and listen to your favourite music.
Every morning we will have a Yoga practice with Juan Gabriel or
Lecture with Paola
Followed by a delicious breakfast, full of love and energy for a busy or
lazy day - your choose!
Then you are free to explore, read, walk and so much more... We have
plenty of activities but we will only send the full schedule to those
interested.
We will meet again for sunset practice ritual, where we will enjoy a
meditation in presence of a sacred bonfire, dinner and then get ready
to sleep like a baby monkey.

Monteverde, 3 nights

Hey monkeys! wake up - we are up in
the rainforest!

Last time Juan Gabriel visited Monteverde and the rain forest, he felt
the energy of the land and without a doubt he needed to bring as
many friends as possible.

He also discovered one of the most beautiful and gorgeous views from
his window's hotel; and now you get to see that as well- This hotel is
located outside of the main city; and we are sure you will love it too.
In Monteverde you will experience the Jungle life and get ready it's wild!
This part of the country offers lots of fun activities, like: Canopy tours,
bungee jumping, excursions, bird watching, coffee and spices tours,
walking bridges, waterfalls, night walks, and so much more!

An exceptional day in the jungle with us.
Wake up with the jungle sounds, early Yoga or lecture practice,
breakfast in the clouds, free time to explore, dinner in local
delicious restaurants and a nocturnal walk with a guide to
explore night wild life.

PURA

VIDA!

At this point you will know the meaning of it...

Here we end our retreat and we encourage you to
continue on your own journey with the new tools we
provided you to go further in your evolution.

Let's talk about details
Dates : From January 5th -14th, 2018
Arrival at 15:00 on the first day and closing circle on the last day at 12:00

Early monkey rate until
September 1st, 2017

Prices per person - in dollars
ROOM

Early monkey

Normal rate

Single

$2050

$2200

Double

$1580

$1730

Tripe

$1459

$1608

Quadruple

$1295

$1544

Please make the conversion to EUROS at the actual moment you do the
reservation for this retreat.

To reserve your room/space with us, please make a
deposit of $500 and the remaining balance
will be settled be paid before December 1st, 2017.

What's

included

in

the

price?

We tried to include everything in our retreats, excluding of course the flight
to paradise and the shuttle from and to the airport, although we can help
you find the best rates and do arrangements for you the transport.

Daily Prana Vinyasa Yoga by Juan Gabriel
Courageous Joy workshops by Paola
All breakfasts are included
All dinners, except on free days
Free ride to/from beach town on free days
Surf and paddle-boarding rentals and private class instructor
Water, tea, coffee, fruits and cookies at all times
Nocturnal guided walk and jungle meditation
Goodie welcome bag for your journey
Transformation fun for your heart-soul

BE COURAGEOUS JOY
For all subscriptions please connect with us:
becourageousjoy@gmail.com
From

our essence and deepest
heart feelings
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